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Special Edition Using Linux Administration is the complete, comprehensive reference book for the experienced administrator who needs to learn to run a Linux system and successfully manage it. This book has a great appeal to those administrators whose knowledge is limited to Windows or NetWare networks as they integrate Linux into their infrastructure. Current Linux or Unix users wishing to apply their knowledge towards system administration will also find it invaluable. Useful topics include: Linux deployment and installation, user administration, Samba and NT-Linux integration, Linux process management and daemons, Network configuration and TCP/IP, routing with Linux, Linux and firewalls, using Linux as an Intranet server, and Linux database servers.

       About the Author

Arman Danesh is the technical manager for the official website of the Baha'i International Community. Prior to this he was the MIS manager at a university in Switzerland where he managed a network of Linux desktops and servers. Arman has written several books including Mastering Linux, 1,001 Linux Tips, Mastering ColdFusion 4, and Sams Teach Yourself JavaScript in a Week. He is currently pursuing an advanced degree in computer science in Vancouver. Gautam Das brings with him 13 years of Unix system administration experience. He is currently the systems and network administrator for the Baha'i World Centre in Israel, where Linux servers are run for Intranet services. His experience also includes several years of NT-Unix integration management.
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The Language of the PapyriOxford University Press, 2010

	The modern rediscovery of the Greek and Latin papyri from Egypt has transformed our knowledge of the ancient world. We cannot, however, make the same claim in the specific area of language study. Although important studies of the language of the papyri have appeared sporadically over the past century, we are still dealing today with a...
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Pervasive Linux: Basistechnologien, Softwareentwicklung, Werkzeuge (X.systems.press) (German Edition)Springer, 2011

	Der Band bietet eine grundlegende Einführung in das Thema Linux für mobile Endgeräte wie z. B. PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants) oder Mobiltelefone. Der Autor erläutert zunächst die Spezifika sogenannter eingebetteter Systeme und erklärt dann, was beim Einsatz von Linux als Betriebssystem zu beachten ist....
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Frommer's Paris Free and Dirt Cheap (Frommer's Free & Dirt Cheap)Frommers, 2010

	Paris Free & Dirt Cheap will offer readers a multitude of choices, insiders knowledge, local short-cuts and tips to maximise their time in the city when on a budget. From the left and right banks to around the islands and along the river, this guide will explore shopping, eating, drinking, museums, monuments, shows, readings,...
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Molecular Computation Models: Unconventional ApproachesIdea Group Publishing, 2005
With the increasing complexity of software systems and their widespread growth into many aspects of our lives, the need to search for new models, paradigms, and ultimately, technologies, to manage this problem is evident. The way nature solves various problems through processes evolving during billions of years was always an inspiration to many...
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Smart Grapics: Third International Symposium, SG 2003, Heidelberg, Germany, July2-4, 2003, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2003
The International Symposium on Smart Graphics 2003 was held on July 2–4, 2003 in Heidelberg, Germany. It was the fourth event in a series that started in 1999 as an AAAI Spring Symposium. In response to the overwhelming success of the 1999 symposium, its organizers decided to turn it into a self-contained event in 2000. With the support of...
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Becoming an Exceptional Executive Coach: Use Your Knowledge, Experience, and Intuition to Help Leaders ExcelAMACOM, 2011

	Coaching is more than simply learning a process and set of skills. Exceptional coaches draw on their professional experience, knowledge of organizationally relevant topics, strong helping skills, coaching-specific competencies, and most important, their ability to use their own intuition in the service of the client. "Becoming an...
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